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CELL SIGNALING TECHNOLOGY

EPIGENETICS:
DISCOVERY THROUGH VALIDATION

69

CST antibodies for epigenetic-related targets,
including histone modifications, epigenetic
regulators, and general transcription factors.

22

CST antibodies validated for ChIP according
to ENCODE* Consortium guidelines.

Validated Tools for Discovery:
» SimpleChIP® Kits to facilitate Chromatin IP from
cells and tissue.
» PTMScan® Kits and Services to enable MS-based
discovery of methylated and acetylated proteins.

Molecular model of chromatin.

www.labtimes.org

» Most ChIP-validated antibodies approved for
additional applications like IHC, Flow, IF and WB.

Learn more at: www.cellsignal.com/epigeneticdiscovery
*Landt S.G. et al. (2012) Genome Res. 22, 1813–1831.
© 2015 Cell Signaling Technology, Inc. Cell Signaling Technology, CST, PTMScan, and SimpeChIP are trademarks of Cell Signaling Technology, Inc.
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Mitochondrial replacement therapy (MRT) under fire

A Showcase for Public
Engagement with Science?
The clinical introduction of Mitochondrial Replacement Therapy (MRT) in the United Kingdom could allow
women, carrying pathogenic mitochondrial mutations, to have genetically-related but healthy babies. MRT has,
therefore, been hailed a success story of science engaging with the public. Klaus Reinhardt provides an opposing personal view.

A

notable day: On 3rd February 2015,
members of the British Parliament
(MPs) voted in support of allowing
legislation to introduce clinical application of Mitochondrial Replacement Therapy (MRT), also dubbed the three-parent baby technology. Followed by a similar vote in the House of Lords, legislation
now proceeds.
Mark Henderson, head of communications at the Wellcome Trust, that funded
research into MRT and its publicising over
several years, called the public debate preceding the vote a success story of communicating science to the public. I wonder how
many MPs, how many patient organisations
and how many of the 40 prominent scientists that supported the immediate clinical
introduction of MRT, rather than supporting further research before its introduction, knew that the evidence for the safety
of MRT is based on trials involving oocytes
from only 15 human individuals, three macaques and ten mice.
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Henderson’s phrasing that a battle has
been won (Guardian, 5th Feb 2015) raises two questions: Who was the enemy –
technophobic, progress-avoiding, pro-life
treatment deniers? And how was the battle fought?
One strategy in the battle was to replace
“oocyte nuclear transfer” with “mitochondrial donation”. “Oocyte nuclear transfer”
was probably too close to “somatic cell nuclear transfer” (SCNT), employed to create
Dolly the sheep.

A battle has been won. Really?

“Oocyte nuclear transfer” is, however,
what actually happens during MRT, not mitochondrial donation. The nucleus is placed
alongside novel mitochondria and cytoplasm in the enucleated donor oocyte. The
altruistic “donation” demonstrates MRT’s
good intentions. But do we know as much
about MRT as about organ donation to warrant it being communicated like this?
No.

Was the British government organisation in charge, the Human Fertilisation
and Embryology Authority (HFEA), justified in stating that SCNT results are irrelevant because nuclear transfer between somatic cells is not comparable to placement
into germ cells? Or was this argument a hybrid between evidence and the battle that
needed to be won?
This will be difficult to determine. But
using other criteria for science communication with the public, I oppose Henderson and argue that the debate has failed in
many aspects.

Treating evidence

Technology promising healthy children
to suffering mothers creates high hopes
but disappointments would be particularly painful. Even rare or small risks would
concern individuals. Communicating that a
technology alters heritable material – thereby crossing one of the few red lines that humankind agrees about – would require a
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Placing the nucleus: without risk?

HFEA provides two reasons:
1) interactions between specific mitochondrial and nuclear alleles (mito-nuclear interactions, MNI) cannot be important
because sexual reproduction generates as
many novel MNI as MRT does,
2) negative consequences of MNI only
came from inbred animal lines.
Known to HFEA (and also the Science
and Technology Committee of the British
parliament), the latter statement was incorrect (www.plosgenetics.org/annotation/listThread.action?root=80535).
Why reason 1) is also wrong was
explained in a paper (Science 341
(2013):1345) that HFEA dismissed within hours of its publication (www.hfea.gov.
uk/8178.html). HFEA and the IRP ignore
the fact that 100% of the nuclear genome
is new to all mitochondria during MRT but
only 50% is new in sexual reproduction.
And that’s the successful 50% of alleles that
had allowed the mother to reproduce.
HFEA suggested that mixed-race children do not perform worse than other chil-
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dren, so the nucleus can’t have problems
with foreign mitochondria. HFEA should
be reminded that mixed-race children also
have mothers, who inherit 50% of their genome to their children. The head of the
Wellcome Trust, infection disease specialist, Jeremy Farrar, had not understood this
problem either but thought he had and
joked about it as late as two days before
the vote in Parliament
(https://twitter.com/jeremyfarrar/status/561478
338104287233?refsrc=e
mail&s=11).
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for the pathogenic mutation). Such recommendations were not made by HFEA. Instead, its former chief calls safety concerns
a “red herring”.
The IRP suggests that MNI are of no
concern because the molecular mechanism
causing phenotypic effects in mismatched
mito-nuclear pairings are not known. This
ignores empirical evidence in favour of

Considering evolutionary data to be irreleMitochondrial Replacement Therapy (MRT)
vant may be caused by the
biomedical focus of IRP
(and HFEA) members.
Did IRP and HFEA, then, critically consider
theoretical considerations. It may be jusbiomedical studies on MNI? I suggest not.
tified but not with the theoretical arguMRT treatment effects in flagship
ment provided:
studies were overlooked (EMBO Rep (2015)
“…assume that a child born after MR
embr.201439110).
has slightly different energy metabolism
Most oocytes were from the same docompared to his or her parents. Will this
nors preventing cross-individual (epidemiomatter? Assuming the child is healthy, I
logical) risk predictions.
very much doubt it will concern anyone.”
Disappointing! An afternoon’s search
(New Scientist, 17th Oct 2014). The IRP is
free
to call differences of up to 20% “slight”.
in the medical literature by an evolutionary
I had seen a quantification of metabolic efbiology colleague of mine produced at least
fects from published studies as the IRP’s job
15 papers reporting MNI, including in Gene
before any communication. Moreover, asand Trends Mol Med. One showed a highsuming a priori that a child will be healthy,
er prevalence of Parkinson’s disease for mt
when actually this was the matter to be
haplotypes carriers other than haplotype J
studied, is as far removed from good sciMark Henderson
ence (communication) as I can imagine.
(Wellcome Trust)

(The American Journal of Human Genetics
(2003) 72: 804). Therefore, if the donor’s
mitochondria are not of haplotype J, MRT
might result in a higher likelihood that offspring will develop Parkinson’s disease.

Far removed from good science

Other studies show interactions between more specific loci of the mt and the
nuclear genome (e.g., Human Molecular
Genetics (2014) 23: 3527) that could not
be met by haplotype matching. Donor and
recipient’s compatibility will be guaranteed if their mt genomes are identical (safe
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Overlooked effects
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particularly stringent examination of the
available evidence. Was the Independent
Review Panel (IRP) created to assess existing evidence the stringent examiner?
No.
Studying epistatic interactions between mitochondrial and nuclear genomes in animals, evolutionary biologists have
screened 27,000 offspring from 3,000 putatively healthy, maternal subjects of several species (about 15 papers, see Science
341 (2013):1345). The offspring phenotype depends on specific combinations
of mitochondrial and nuclear genomes.
Health consequences occurred more often
with novel mtDNA than with original (or
some control) mtDNA, resulting in reduced
fertility, accelerated ageing, developmental, respiratory and cognitive impairment.
These symptoms are a small risk for sufferers of devastating forms of mitochondrial diseases.
For mutation carriers, whose offspring
do not express the disease (19 in 20 to 49
in 50) and so may be treated unnecessarily, these symptoms may be a consideration.
How can this data justify HFEA’s communication to the public that placing the nucleus
(of a usually asymptomatic woman carrying
a mitochondrial mutation) into the cytoplasm of a randomly chosen donor is without risk for the resulting offspring? (Later,
some kind of haplotype matching was proposed – see below).
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Addressing economic interests

In an ideal world, the research interest
of the laboratory would be detached from
universities’ interests in performing clinical
MRT. The downside of this is that expertise
is inevitably lost. Private economic interests
also exist for the immediate clinical introduction of MRT. In one case, these interests
were originally not declared, yet safety concerns were dismissed and, instead, it was
suggested that reproductive treatments had
always represented a risk for affected families (PLoS Genetics (2014) 10:e1004315).
This publication’s editor had been a co-author within the last two years – nothing to
convince me of an apparent showcase on
how science should influence society.

Calculating incidences

The majority of mutation carriers will
have offspring that are not severely affected. Desirably, the number of sub-
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jects treated unnecessarily should be low.
I would have, therefore, expected the IRP
to review from published studies the incidence of MNI after mitochondrial transfer.
My own preliminary, unpublished analysis
place the incidence of negative effects of
MNI as high as one in 27 maternal subjects
(calculated from the studies listed in Science
(2013) 341:1345).
Unless the number is wildly off, it confirms the obvious – that the majority of off-

one healthy person resulting from accidental MRT as evidence that problems are unlikely – as done by the BBC and editorials in the highest-profile science journals
– is not.

Extra caution for heritable alterations

Altering inherited material in humans
will be controversial, no doubt. Extra caution, such as the application of exaggerated
safety standards may be useful to broaden

If something goes wrong, serious side effects
(right) are an undesirable result

be upheld after proponents of the immediate clinical introduction of MRT suggested
that, per year, 150 women at risk of mitochondrial diseases could benefit from MRT
(NEJM (2015), 372: 885)? And is the conclusion by the BBC (published one week
before the vote by MPs) extra careful that
annually 150 three-parent babies could be
born? Or would responsible communication rather have included the notion that
the 150 women at risk include about 100
asymptomatic, first-degree relatives and
women, whose offspring will have mild
symptoms (some of which may not need
the therapy)?
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Is “easily passing” a quality feature?

spring born after MRT are expected to be
healthy. It also suggests that the total number of 28 maternal subjects examined to
date could statistically have revealed only
one case of mismatch. We may see more
(EMBO Reports (2015) embr.201439110).
Carrying out a risk analysis and explaining it to the public would have been responsible science communication. Using

the consensus. It is not extra caution, when
currently HFEA and IRP consider five studies that report no side effects (ignoring actual treatment effects – see above) as safety-relevant but consider about 30 studies as
irrelevant that do show MNI.
HFEA suggested introducing MRT for
women who have a history of children
with diseases. Will this careful approach

“…building a winning coalition of support for mitochondrial donation” (Mark
Henderson) is important. How the battle
was fought, we have seen. But who was
the enemy? I doubt that the available evidence will allow the conclusion that calls
for an immediate clinical introduction of
MRT are morally superior to calls for further research. “That mitochondrial donation has passed so easily through the Commons […] shows how this engagement can
benefit science, as well as society” and, “will
have a direct impact on the lives of families
affected by a devastating disease” – Henderson, of course, knows how to make his
case in the media.
However, such communications easily
nourish hope and influence MPs and Peers
– all necessarily non-experts – and should
have been based on underlying evidence.
Scientific evidence would have been a superior advisor to MPs than the “national
sense of pride” (Science (2015) 348:178).
Klaus Reinhardt
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